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0. INTRODUCTION
1

.

The Place of Brokskat in the Dardic Group

:

The Dardic languages belong to the Indian branch of

the Indo-Iranian languages. Since they are similar to the

Indo-Aryan languages in some respects and to the Iranian

languages in some other respects they are considered to be a

separate sub-family within the Indo-Aryan languages. This

sub-group consists of three groups of languages

:

1. Ka:fir group

2. IQio:—wa:r group

3. Dardic group

Shina, Kashmiri and Kohista id belong to the Dardic group.

The Shina languages are spoken in Gilgit, Gurez, Chilas,

Kargil, Dras, the Indus valley and Swat Kohistan. Gilgiti is

the oldest member of all the Shina languages though it is

mixed with Burushaski words in the earlier period and with

Kashmiri words in the later period (L.S.I. Vol.Vni :Part II).

According to Grahame Bailey, Gilgit is the real home of

Shina language and there it is spoken with the greatest

purity. Kashmiri, the only literary language of the Dardic

group is spoken in the Kashmir valley and other valleys

around it
. Ko Wsta aii is spoken in the Indus valley and Swat

kohisia;n. Koiiistaaii has heavily borrowed from Pashto

which belongs to the eastern branch of the Iranian family,

and so is very different from other Dardic languages.

Shina is a name for a group of dialects or languages

comprising the following

:

1. Gilgiti or the dialect of Gilgit valley.

2. Astori or the dialect of Astor valley.

3. Chilasi or the dialect of Chilas valley.

4. Gurezi or the dialect of Gurez valley.

5. Brokpa of Dras or the dialect of Dras valley.

This is now called Shina.

6. Brokskat.

Of these dialects or languages of Shina, the first three

dialects or languages, viz., Gilgiti, Astori and Chilasi are now
spoken in Pakistan and the other three dialects or languages,

viz., Guresi, Shina of Dras and Brokskat are spoken in India.
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Of the three languages puresi is spoken in the Gurez district

and the other two languages, viz., Shina of Dras and Brokskat

are spoken in the Ladakh district.

2. Tlie Place of Brokskat Among the Shina Languages

:

According to Grierson, Astori, Drasi, Chilasi and

Guresi are very similar (L.S.I. Vol.VIII : Part II). Gilgiti and

Brokskat are not stated to be similar to those. Since Gilgiti

is the oldest member of the Shina languages as mentioned

above it is compared with Brokskat to establish that Brokskat

is a Shina language and not a Tibeto-Burman language in

spite of its many borrowings from the neighbouring Tibeto-

Burman languages.

The vowels of Gilgiti according to Bailey are :

i i. i: u u. u:

e e. e: o. o:

a. a:

Vowels of Brokskat are

:
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Cases:

All the case markers except genitive are post positions

in Gilgiti. In Giligiti, genitive plural ends in o : . In Brokskat,

only the possessive pronouns end in o. Most of the case

markers in Brokskat are also postpositions. The locative case

marker is ro in Gilgiti and Ra in Brokskat. The genitive

marker in plural is o: in Gilgiti, which is found in genitive

pronouns in Brokskat.

Agentive Case

:

Agentive case is significant in all the Shina languages.

The subject of a transitive verb takes the agentive case marker

though Gilgiti has only one, viz., se and Brokskat has sa and

ya in the present and the past respectively.

Indefinite Article

:

The indefinite article e : k is one of the significant

features of Shina. In Brokskat, the suffix - k, a shortened

form of e ; k is added to nouns (except proper nouns and
pronouns) and adjectives. The suffix - k is used with adjec-

tives and nouns in Gilgiti,

Adjective

:

In Shina languages, adjectives agree in gender and
number with their nouns but they do not declined for case.

But they are declined for case in Guresi and Drasi (Grahame
Bailey). In Giligiti and Brokskat adjectives are declined for

singular gender and number.

Gilgiti

mi§hto manuzho 'a good man'

mishte manuzhe 'good men'
mishti chei 'a good woman'
mi§hte cheiye 'good women'

Brokskat

ii : go mu? 'tall man'
ii: ge muS 'tall men'
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ts a : li tsiga 'beautiful girl'

ts a : li tsigayo 'beautiful girls'

Pronouns:

Gilgiti Brokskat

1st Person Singvdar: Nominative ma ma mo
Agentive mase, mas masa mas

Ilnd Person Plural : Nom. beh ba

Agent. bese, bes basa bas

Ilnd Person Singular: Nom, tu ti z-' tu

Agent, tu : se tu : s tisa -^ tis

Ilnd Person Plural : Nom. ts oh co ^ ci

Agent. cisa^cis

The above chart shows the similarity in the pronominal forms

in Gilgiti and Brokskat.

Verb:

In Shina languages there are two tenses, viz., past and
non past. Gilgiti and Brokskat also have the same tense

distinction.

According to Bailey, the idea of passive is not well

developed and the passive conveys the conception of an
intransitive or middle rather than a true passive. The passive

construction is not found in Brokskat.

Imperative;

There is no distinction between imperative singular and
imperative plural in Brokskat and Gilgiti.

Conjunction

:

Gilgiti has two conjunctive particles, viz., neh and ga,

so does Brokskat, viz., u :ha and ga. The former used for the

conjunction of phrases and sentences and the latter for

words. Brokskat thus agrees in many phonological and
morphological features as shown by its comparison with Gilgiti.

3. Earlier Works on Brokskat

:

In the Linguistic Survey of India, Grierson has given an
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account of this language under the name 'Brokpa : of Dah-

Hanu' ^ already mentioned, Frederic Drew has given a brief

account of the Brokpa in his book "The Jammu and Kashmir

Territories". There are a few missionaries like Shaw and

France who worked on this language but their works are not

accessible. Baileys Grammar of the Shina language gives a

good description of the Gilgiti language, which, as shown
above has many common features with Brokskat.

4. The Speakers and the Data

:

Brokskat is spoken in and around the village Garkhon
of Ladakh district. Grierson has mentioned it as Brokpa of

Dah-Hanu. Dah and Hanu are two villages but in Hanu, there

are now only Ladakhi speakers and not Brokskat speakers.

The term 'Brokpa' refers to the people and not the language.

'Brok' means 'rock' and 'pa' means 'man'. The whole of Shin

tribe in Ladakh including all the dialect speakers mentioned

above used to be referred to as Brokpa by other people. But

this term is now specifically used for the people of Garkhon.

Brokskat (%kat' means 'language') is the name of their speech.

Its speakers are mostly Buddhists. Their number according

to 1961 Census is 544. Now the number of speakers of this

language is approximately 2000 according to the informant.

According to their folk tradition, the Brokpas migrated

originally from Gilgiti about four hundred years ago and
occupied the whole of Baltistan. Later on, they moved to

other areas. They were originally Buddhists and some of

them were later converted to Islam. Garkhon, which is the

biggest village where Brokskat is spoken, is situated in Central

Ladakh at the bottom of the Indus valley, which is a narrow
rocky gorge. It is about 70 Kms. North-East of Kargil. It is

about 9000 feet above sea level and is the lowest and the

warmest place in the whole of Ladakh. There is less snow in

this place in winter and one can see green vegetation includ-

ing apple, apricot and mulberry trees, cereal plants and grape

vines in the spring. There are other Brokskat speaking
villages like Darchiks, Chulichan, Gurgurdo, Batalik and Dah
around Garkhon within the radius of 15 Kms. There are
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other names such as, Do: k skat (Do : k means a small hamlet

on the top of the mountain) and kyango to refer to the

speech Brokskat.

The data were primarily collected from the informant

by the name of Gulam Rahim who is 26 years old. He is a

Miaslim. He knows Urdu, Balti and Ladakhi besides his

mother tongue Brokskat. The data were randomly checked

with other speakers in the Garkhon village.
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